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1. Introduction and summary. We start by considering the nature

of the mapping

(1.1) U = exp(iH),

where H is a hermitian matrix of n rows and columns, and where con-

sequently U is a unitary matrix. We may consider 77 and U as points

in a space of n2 real dimensions, and then (1.1) defines a mapping of

one of these spaces upon the other. As coordinates in the space Sh

of matrices 77 we may choose the real and imaginary parts of the

elements of 77. If

H = (£,,„) = (5„,„ + ia,,M), v, n = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n,

(1.2)
5i>,p      Sn,v, av,p a^tf,

then the values of the variables 5„,M and a„,„ determine H uniquely,

and vice versa. Sh can also be considered as a vector space, since any

linear combination of hermitian matrices with constant real coeffi-

cients is a hermitian matrix again. The neighborhood of a point in

Sh can be defined in a natural way by introducing the Euclidean

distance between two points whose Cartesian coordinates are the

Ovtp,    Sytp.

Since the unitary matrices U form a multiplicative group, the

natural definition of a neighborhood of a point in the space Su of

matrices U must be derived from a definition of a neighborhood of

the identity 7. We shall say that U is in a neighborhood of the

matrix U0 ii UUb~l is in the neighborhood of 7. A neighborhood of 7

is defined by all those unitary matrices V for which

(1.3) E   I «'.m - *>.* I2 = «2.    V = («,.„)■ I = (O.
F,(l-1

The manifold Su of matrices U is a part of the linear space of all

matrices M; this space has 2»2 real dimensions. Since every U can be

expressed by (1.1) in terms of a matrix 77, we may introduce the
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s,,p, a,,„ as coordinates in Su. In terms of these coordinates we shall

define in Su the volume element dr, which has the property of being

invariant under the multiplicative group. This means that the volume

of a small region R in the neighborhood of a point UB on Su will be

measured in terms of the volume of the region R Uf1 in the neighbor-

hood of /. Here RUo'1 is defined as the set of points or unitary

matrices on Su obtained from the set of matrices belonging to R by

right multiplication by UjT1. The result is

TT (2 sin (X, - \)/2\ 2 XT TT

(1.4) dr = II \-    _ \    II &,.„ II da,.,,

where the X, (v=1, • • • , ») are the eigenvalues of H and where all

products are to be taken over v, p = l, • • • , n with the restrictions

indicated below the H-symbols.

It should be observed that the first product on the right-hand side

of (1.4) is an entire symmetric function of the X, and therefore can

be expressed as an entire function of the coefficients of the character-

istic equation of H. It becomes unity if H is the null matrix.

Any other invariant volume element can differ from dr only by a

factor which is independent of H. Obviously, (1.4) implies the follow-

ing statement:

Lemma 1. Let S denote the region in Sn which is defined by

(1.5) |X, -X„|   ^ 2x iv, M= 1, •••,»).

Then 5 is the largest connected region of Sn which contains the null

matrix i/ = 0 and which is such that a full neighborhood of any

interior point i/0 of 5 is mapped upon a full neighborhood of Z7o

= exp iiHo) in Su- This region 5 is needed for the following

Fourier Theorem. Let

(1.6) F(0 = (/,„«) f>,|i-l, ••••»)

be a matrix whose elements /„ ,M depend on a parameter t; suppose also that

F is defined for — oo <t< oo and that

(1-7) f     |/r,.(<)|<ft<«        (V,p= 1, •••,»).

Let H be any hermitian matrix represented by a point in S. Then

(1.8) f  Fit) exp (itH)dt = G(H)
J -M
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exists, and

(1.9) f f G(H)exp(-itH)dT = LnF(l),

where the scalar Ln depends on n but not on 77 or F.

If the integral in (1.9) does not converge absolutely, it may be

necessary to prescribe an appropriate method of evaluation. As a

supplement to the Fourier theorem we have the

Plancherel theorem. If the elements /,,,„ are L2, then

(1.10) trace   f  F*(t)F(t)dt = L,"1 trace f   f G*(H)G(H)dr,

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate of the transpose of a

matrix.

Some of the properties of the matrices G(H) which arise from rela-

tion (1.8) will be given in §5. We shall show there that the elements

of G are linear combinations of partial derivatives of unitary invari-

ants of 77 (the partial derivatives are taken with respect to the ele-

ments of 77). In §5 we also define these unitary invariants and give

the partial differential equations which they satisfy.

2. Computation of the volume element. Consider a matrix H+dH,

where

dH = (ds,,p) + i(da,.„) (v, n = 1, • • • , n)'

ds,,? = ds,,,,, da,,^ = — da?,,.

Now we proceed to compute the quantity

(2.2) exp (iH + «*77) exp (-iH).

The terms in (2.2) that are linear in dH are given by

(2.3) idV = idH - (1/2!)[«*H, iH] + (l/3l)[[idH, iH], iH] + ■ ■ ■

(see [l]), where, for any matrices A, B,

(2.4) [A, B]=AB- BA,  [[A, B], B] = AB2 - 2BAB + B2A,

The matrix dV is hermitian; if we write

(2.5) dV = (&r„,M) + i(da,,J (v, n =» 1, • • • , n)

then the n2 variables do-,,*(vi%\p) and da,,v(v<n) become linear func-

tions of the n2 variables ds,,^(v^p) and dar^(v<p).
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The determinant D of these ra2 linear functions is the factor of

H^s^n^a,," *n eQuat'on (1-4) times another factor which is a

power of i.

We can determine D by diagonalizing H. Then the right-hand side

in (2.3) can be summed explicitly, and a lengthy but straightforward

computation leads directly to (1.4).

3. The Fourier theorem. We proceed now with the proof of the

Fourier theorem stated in (1.6)—(1.9). We need the following

Lemma 2.2 Let H=(s,,,+ia,,,) be a hermitian matrix. Let

(3.1) «,,, = 1/2, (* * p), *,,, = 1,

and let S7h be the matrix differential operator

(        d d  \
(3.2) Vh = [e,,,-h ie,,,-I.

\      ds,,, da,,,/

Then we have

n

(3.3) eitB = zZ «*''VaXn
r-l

where the X„ are the eigenvalues of H. In applying Va to any function X

of the variables sv,,(v^p), and a,,,(v<p), it is to be understood that

. d\       dx ax ax

ds,,,      ds„t, da,,, da,,,

We shall prove Lemma 2 by using a formula due to Sylvester. Let

(3.4) P(X) =  |X/ - H|

be the characteristic polynomial of H. Its roots are the eigenvalues

X„ of H, and we put

dP(\)
(3.5) —^ = P'(\),       p, = P'(\,)      iv - 1, • • • , »),

d\

(3.6) P,(X) = P(X)/(X - X,).

Then we have

n p (JJ)

(3.7) eitB = zZe1*'—^'
v-l P,

' I am indebted to Professor B. Friedman for his simple derivation of (3.3) from

(3.7), which is used in the proof of this lemma.
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provided that the X„ are different from each other; in this case, (3.7)

can be proved easily by transforming 77 into a diagonal matrix. But

even if we pass to the limit and several of the X, become equal, (3.7)

makes sense, as we shall prove later from equation (3.12).

We shall first prove (3.3) for the case where all the XF are different

from each other. We proceed as follows:

Let v = l, • • • , n, and let

(3.8) x     = (x/ , ■ ■ ■ , Xn )

be the set of orthonormal eigenvectors of H such that xM belongs to

X,. We consider xM as a matrix of one column. The transpose and

complex conjugate vector of xM will be denoted by xM*; it is a matrix

of one row. The inner product (x(l0*, x'"*) equals 8,,?, where 8,,? is the

Kronecker symbol. If we put

(3.9) P,(H)/p, = H„

then

(3.10) #,x« = 5„,Mx<*>.

The matrix 77, is uniquely defined by (3.10), since if there were two

matrices 77„ and 77K' satisfying (3.10), then their difference G, would

satisfy

(3.11) G„x<"> = 0

for m = 1> 2, • • • , n, and this is impossible if G„?^0 because the x(,,)

span the w-dimensional space. Then from the definition (3.10) we

know that the element in the jth row and in the feth column of H,

must be

(3.12) Xj     xk ,

where the bar denotes the complex conjugate quantity. (Any matrix

having these elements (3.12) satisfies equation (3.10) and hence must

be identical with 77,.)

Now we are prepared to prove (3.3). We have

(3.13) (77 - X,7)*<"> = 0.

If we differentiate with respect to y, where y stands for one of the

variables s,,?, a,,?, we find

d dx<">      /dH      d\,   \
(3.14) 0 = — (77- Xv/)x<"> = (77- \,I)-h (--/)*<->.

dy dy        \dy        dy    /
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Multiplying the left side of (3.14) by xw*, we obtain

dH ax, ax,
(3.15) x<">*-*<"> = *<->*-*<'> =-

dy dy dy

Now dH/dy is a matrix with one or two elements different from zero.

If y = s,,„ only one element of dH/dy equals unity and all the others

vanish. If y = s,,„ V9^p, two of the elements of dH/dy are unity, and

if y = s,,„ one element is +i and one is —i. Computing the left-hand

side of (3.15) for each of these cases and using (3.12) as an expression

for the elements of H, in (3.9) we arrive at (3.3).

From the form (3.12) of the elements of the matrix (3.9) we can

derive the following:

Lemma 3. Let the elements of H depend linearly on a parameter p in

such a way that the eigenvalues of H are different from each other if p is

sufficiently small but not equal to 0. Then limp_0 H, exists and the

moduli of its elements are not greater than unity.

Proof. The elements of the eigenvectors of H are of the form

/   » -v  -1/2

(3.16) DklzZDkDk\      ,

where the Dk are determinants involving the elements of H and its

eigenvalues. All of these are single-valued analytic functions of a

fractional power p1" (I integral) in the neighborhood of p = 0. Not

all of the Dk vanish as p—*0, except at p = 0. Therefore, the limit of

the expression (3.16) exists for p—>0.

It can be shown that every point in the space Sh of matrices H can

be reached by a "straight line" of the type described in Lemma 2.

Since the points in Sh on which not all the X, are different from each

other form an algebraic manifold, it follows that the elements of the

matrix H, are integrable bounded functions in Sh.

Now we need a decomposition of Sh into a one-parameter set of

manifolds S(a). We proceed as follows.

Definition. Let S(a) be the set of all points in Sh for which

(3.17) trace B = su + s22 + • ■ • + s„„ = no-

is a fixed multiple of a. Then we have:

Lemma 4. 5(0) is a linear subspace of Sh. The transformation

(3.18) H = H + <xI,

which maps Sh onto itself by mapping H upon H, also maps S(0) onto
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S(a). We can replace the coordinates sn, • • • , snn in Sh by n linear

homogeneous functions a, pi, ■ ■ - , pn_i of these coordinates; these func-

tions are chosen such that the volume element dr in Sh can be written as

(3.19) dr = n^drtda

where

(3.20) dr0 = D < XX (ds,,?dav,f)> dpidpi • • - dp„-i,
K,<? )

and where D denotes the first product on the right-hand side of (1.4). The

value of D is the same in all points of H which can be mapped upon each

other by the transformation (3.18); that is, D does not depend on a. Then

the matrix of the substitution connecting the sn, • • • , snn and the vari-

ables nll2o, pi, ■ ■ • , Pn-i can be chosen to be a real orthogonal matrix.

The proof of Lemma 4 is almost obvious. We choose a vector

vo = l/«1/2 (1, 1, ••• , 1) and n — 1 vectors vi, • • • , vn-i which to-

gether with v0, form the rows of an orthogonal matrix. Putting

s = (5n, • • • , 5„„) and

(3.21) W1/2(T = (v0, s), pi = (vu s), - - - , pn-i = (v„_i, s)

we obtain the required transformation of coordinates in Sh and the

expression for dr0 in (3.19). Now we have merely to show that

X,—X„ is independent of a; then the same is true for D. But

(3.22) \, = A,,0 + <r,

where X,,o is the value derived from XF by keeping fixed all coordinates

5r.M, a,,?(v<p.) and pi, • • • , p„-i in Sh and replacing a by zero. This

completes the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. The set of S(a) of points in S(a) at which not all of the X,

are different from each other is given by o = constant and an algebraic

relation between the coordinates s„,M, a,,?(v<p) and pi, - - - , Pn-i-

Proof. The discriminant of the algebraic equation for the X, is a

polynomial in the coordinates of 5^. It does not vanish identically

for any given a as a function of the s,,?, a,,f,(v<p) and pi, • • • , pn-i,

since hermitian matrices with eigenvalues different from each other

can be constructed for any preassigned value of (7 = (Xi-f • • ■ +X„)/w.

Lemma 6. The elements of the matrix H, in (3.9) do not depend on a

if Siii • • • , 5„„ are replaced by nll2a and pi, • • • , pn. They are bounded

and integrable functions in every finite part of Sn-
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Proof. The independence of the elements of H, from a follows from

the independence of X,—X„ from <r and from (3.9). For all H for which

the X, are different from each other, (3.9) also guarantees the con-

tinuity of the elements of H,. The rest follows from Lemma 5 (whose

analogue for Sh is also true), and from Lemma 3.

Now we are ready to prove the Fourier theorem. Let

(3.23) f    F(t)e^dt = P(X).

Then we have from (3.3) and (3.7):

(3.24) f    F(t)eiiBdt = zZ B(\,)H, = G(H),
J — 00 1—1

where we used the notation of §1. Multiplying the right-hand side of

(3.24) by
n

(3.25) e~itB = zZe-*"'H„
,—i

and observing that according to (3.12)

(3.26) H,H, = 8,,,H„

we find

(3.27) f  f G(H)e-itHdT = zZ ( [ B(\,)e-^H,dr.
J s«/ ,=i J J s

By applying Lemma 4 and Lemma 6 to (3.27) we find with X,,0
— \, — (T,

f   f' G(H)e-itBdr

(3.28) S
n p p oo

= zZ n112 I     E,dro I     d<r{B(X,,o + a) exp [-it(\,,0 + <r)]}

where S0 is the part of the space 5(0) of Lemma 4 that lies within

the part 5 of Sh defined in the Lemmas in §1. It should be noted

that if Ho is a point of 50, then 5 contains all the points H0+<rI for

— oo <<r < oo, and, conversely, if H is in 5, then there exists a uniquely

determined matrix Ho (with trace zero) in So and uniquely deter-

mined value of a such that H=Ho+<rI.

By applying the ordinary Fourier theorem to (3.28) and using the

identity
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(3.29) i,H, = I,
F-l

we find

(3.30) f f G(H)eitHdT = F(02ttm1'2 f   dr0.

This is the Fourier theorem (1.9) with

(3.31) Ln = 2™1'2 f   dro = 2irn1i2Vn,o,
J s0

where F„,o is the volume of So, computed from the volume element

oJro of Lemma 4.

The problem of computing V„,o seems to be a difficult one if «>2.

For n = 2, we find by elementary calculations that L2 = (2ir)3.

4. Plancherel theorem. In this section we shall prove formula

(1.10). We have for the left-hand side of (1.10)

(4.1) t,    C\UM\2dt.
,,?=!   J — oo

As in (3.23), we define o„lM(X) by

(4.2) f   e**f,At)dt= b,..(\);
J —00

then we find from (3.24), from H* = H„ and from H,H? = 8,,?H, that

n n

(4.3) trace G*G = trace GG* = 2Z   Z  bt,r(\,)hT%,p(\,),
1—1  i,r,p=l

where A^ is the element in the rth row and pth column of H,.

In order to compute

(4.4) f  f traceGG*dr

we decompose the integration [as in (3.28)] into an integration over

So and an integration over a from — » to <». Carrying out the

integration with respect to a, and observing that h® is independent

of a, we find

/oo fm 00

bi,r(\,)hi,f(\,)do- -   I     6j,r(«r)5j.,(<r)rf<r = YJ.p.r-
-00 J —00
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The 7,,p,r in (4.5) are constants which do not depend on v, that is,

they are independent of the particular eigenvalue X, which appears

in the left-hand side of (4.5). Because of (4.2) the ordinary Plancherel

theorem gives

(4.6) y,,r,r = 2t f    \fi,r(t)\2dt
J _oo

for r=p. Using the fact that Hi+H2+ • • • +Hn = I, that is,

(4.7) EC = *r„,
,=i

we find from (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) that

/OO p 00

trace GG*do- = 2ir I     trace F*(t)F(t)dt.
-oo J -00

By integrating the left-hand side of (4.8) over So we arrive now at

(1.10).

5. Some properties of the transformed functions. It is clear that

the elements of a matrix G(H) cannot be arbitrary functions of ra2

variables of H. We shall use Lemma 2 of §3 to prove that the elements

of G(H) can be written as derivatives of unitary invariants of H.

For this purpose, we define first a unitary invariant j(H) in the follow-

ing manner: Let U be any unitary matrix and let H= (s,,,+ia,,,) be a

hermitian matrix. Then

(5.1) U-'HU = H = ($,,, + id,,,)

is a hermitian matrix again. A one-valued function

(5 • 2) j(H) = j(s,,„ a,,,)

which is defined for all real values of the variables s,,, and a,,, is called

a unitary invariant if, for any matrix U and any variables S,,„ d,,,

derived from U by means of (5.1),

(5-3) j(S,,„ d,,,) = j(s,,„ a,,,).

We state the following

Lemma 7. A function j(s,,,, a,,,) is a continuously differentiable uni-

tary invariant if and only if

(5-4) (Vnj)H - H(VhJ)1 = '0,

where V» is the differential operator defined by (3.2).
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The proof is based on a standard procedure. Since the space of

unitary transformation is connected, a sufficient condition for a func-

tion to be a unitary invariant is that it be a invariant under infinitesi-

mal unitary substitutions. From this remark, Lemma 7 can be de-

rived by a brief computation. The "general" solution of (5.4) is, of

course, an arbitrary sufficiently regular function of the coefficients of

the characteristic equation of H.

Now we consider the elements g,,, of G(H). Let b,t, be the elements

of the matrix B(\) defined by (3.23). Let b,,, be the indefinite integral
of b,,,(h), that is,

(5.5) db,,,/d\ = b,,,.

Then

(5.6) j,.,(H) = £,b,M
z-i

is a unitary invariant of H since it is a symmetric function of its

eigenvalues. From Lemma 2 of §3 and from (3.24) we find now

(5.7) g,,,= Zl-— + *-—I**,,
i_i\ajj„      aai„/

where €„,„ = l/2 if v?*p, and where e,,, = l. Equation (5.7) is the

representation of the elements of G in terms of unitary invariants of

H which was mentioned in the introduction.
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